Session 1: 6/11-6/15
Kung Fu ---Long Stick is most famous for its practicality and effectiveness. It is the said to be the father of all weapons. About 70% of staff techniques overlap with
those of other long weapons, including spear, long handled sword, etc. It is known as one of the best defense weapons, for it is easy to obtain and use.

Mandarin class
Science Project ---Teachers and children to do some creative scientific experiments to cultivate children's divergent thinking, creativity, imagination
Session 2: 6/18-/6/22
Kung Fu – Long Stick
Mandarin class
Engineering Project --- Assembling robots can help their imagination, creativity, innovation, frustration, practical ability, thinking ability and ability to analyze
and solve problems.

Session 3: 6/25-6/29
Kung Fu --- Sword is the ultimate warrior’s weapon. It is the most widely used of all weapons and its influence goes beyond the field of Kung fu. Every school of
Kung fu uses the sword as the basic weapon for rigorous training. It is a very adaptable weapon to different body types

Mandarin class
Electronics Project --- Teach children to manually experience the design and build electrical working circuit models。
Session 4: 7/2-7/6 (*July 4th Holiday school closed)
Kung fu – Sword
Mandarin class
Chef’s Kitchen- Cooking will allow children to learn how to make reasonable use of time and lay a foundation for mathematics. For example, a few cups of flour
and a few cups of sugar are needed to make cakes. Math is a way of thinking and an essential method and ability for life. The kitchen is a good place to use
mathematics. Cooking allows children to have good communication and teamwork.

Session 5: 7/9-7/13
Kung Fu –kick boxing known as San Shou, or “free hand”, is the close-quarters hand-to-hand system of combat developed by the Chinese Government and used by
the Chinese Military. Students will be presented with real-life scenarios to which they will be expected to respond in a non-violent manner

Mandarin class
Creativity Art and Craft Project -- Including painting, drawing, sculpture, collage, and sun catchers
Session 6: 7/17-7/27
Kung Fu – Kick boxing
Mandarin class
AR and 3D flashcards-- scientific knowledge in a fully interactive and interesting form through AR and 3D flashcards
Session 7: 7/23-7/27
Kung Fu –Nunchaku, also known as chain sticks, is a short-range weapon that consists of two sticks connected at their ends with chain or rope. It was made famous
by Bruce Lee in his movies. Aside from being easy to carry, it is a very versatile weapon, which can be used to defend against most any weapon.
Mandarin class
Language Game – help students learn Chinese-Mandarin in an effective way
Session 8: 7/30-8/3
Kung fu – Nunchaku
Mandarin class
Lego Game: Lego provides tools that develop lateral thinking in a fun environment and help kids to think in three dimensions. It also improves literacy as kids
work with instructions and develops problem-solving, organization, and planning by construction

Session 9: 8/6/-8/10
Kung fu – kung fu kicks A kick is a physical strike using the leg, foot, heel, tibia, thigh or knee (the latter is also known as a knee strike). This type of attack is used
frequently by hooved animals as well as humans in the context of stand-up fighting. Kicks play a significant role in many forms of martial arts,

Mandarin class
Building and construction simulation games --Bridge building games, construction engineering games, house / castle building, card building games,
building block activities & critical thinking puzzles

Session 10: 8/13-/8/17
Kung fu –kicks
Mandarin class
Field Trip--Fremont Water Park, Oakland zoo, Golf club and bowling in Alameda

ENROLLMENT FORM
I want to enroll my child: please check the weeks you want to enroll, minimum 2 weeks
 6/11--6/15 (8:00-6:00)

lunch

6/18-6/22 (8:00-6:00)

6/25-6/29 (8:00-6:00)

lunch

7/2-7/6 (8:00-6:00)

 7/9--7/13 (8:00-6:00)

lunch

7/16-7/20 (8:00-6:00)

lunch _____

7/23-7/27 (8:00-6:00)

lunch

7/30-8/3 (8:00-6:00)

lunch______

8/6-8/10 (8:00-6:00)

lunch

8/13-8/17 (8:00-6:00)

lunch______

Mandarin Learning Experience:  Never learn before

lunch _____
lunch______

 Learn 1--3 years

 Learn more than 3 years  Learn only summer camp

Language Family Speak at Home (Select all That Apply):
Mandarin  Cantonese English Other Languages_________________

My Child Mandarin Name_________________________________________

Other Fees
Material Fee: $30/2 weeks.
Lunch: We can order lunch for you $20 per week; will be fried rice with vegetable, fried noodles, pizza, macaroni cheese, and
spaghetti, carry rice.

Calculation – Office Use Only
Registration fee:

Deposit Check#________________

Tuition fee

Payment Check#_______________

Material fee

Lunch fee __________

Total

Received on__________

